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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Structural Studies of Scallop Abductin, a Compressible Elastomer that Translates 
Hydrophobic Interactions to Elasticity
by
Felipe Jimenez, Jr.
Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Biochemistry 
Loma Linda University, March 2001 
Dr. Lawrence B. Sandberg, Chairperson
Abductin is a natural elastomer found as the major component of the elastic hinge
ligament in marine scallops. Until now, very little was known about the structure and
function of this compressible elastomer. Biochemical studies of a synthetic 25 amino acid
peptide of abductin produces fibers that assemble into a gel matrix at room temperature.
Further investigation of this phenomenon via temperature-dependent turbidimetry
revealed that this peptide self-assembles or aggregates at 23 °C. Secondary structural
studies of this peptide at different temperatures revealed that it undergoes an inverse
temperature transition much like soluble elastin peptides. Replacing phenylalanine with
alanine in this sequence resulted in no observable inverse temperature transition although
gel formation and self-assembly persisted at room temperature as evidenced by electron
microscopy and temperature-dependent turbidimetry of the dried modified peptide. Based
on these data and molecular modeling predictions, a 47 amino acid abductin peptide
mimetic was developed that also formed a gel-like aggregate much like the aggregate
formed by the 25 amino acid abductin sequence. The abductin peptide mimetic proved to
have superior gel stability as evidenced by moisture loss kinetics. Mechanical properties
determination of the abductin peptide mimetic afforded a measurable elastic modulus
xn
even in the absence of covalent cross-linking. A “hydroelasticity” model is proposed to
explain the possible mechanism of elasticity in this gel aggregate.
The purpose of the research described herein is to develop a bioelastomer that is
suitable for the repair of damaged hyaline cartilage in patients having degenerative
arthritic diseases. It is expected that this research will yield a novel treatment for the




Abductin is a natural elastomer that serves as the primary building block for the
abductor ligament in bivalves. The hydrated abductor ligament is gel-like and triangular
in shape with a dark brown tint and a rubber-like consistency. It is located in the hinge
region of the bivalve and functions similar to a “spring-coil” to open the shell upon
relaxation of the adductor muscle that keeps the shell tightly closed (Figure 1). In
addition, the ligament also plays a role in the swimming of such scallops as Aequipecten
irradians and Placopecten magellanicus. The abductor ligament functions to open the
shell after relaxation of the adductor muscle at a rate of 4Hz, causing the expulsion of
water dorsally enabling the scallop to jump several meters at a time to escape slow
moving predators such as starfish (Vogel 1997). Unlike most other elastomers found in
nature, Abductin sustains recoil under compression as opposed to elastin and resilin that
sustain recoil under stretch conditions. Abductin is a unique protein as it is the only
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Figure 1: Monochrome photograph of Placopecten
n3dSIS: MA’axi'
magellanicus. The arrows point to the abductor ligament
that is primarily composed of abductin with some
calcification on the ends that are attached to the shell.
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A. General Characteristics.
Past studies on the abductor ligament revealed that abductin is acellular and that the
cross-linked abductin monomers (abductor ligament) cannot be easily solubilized with
conventional denaturing agents such as 6M urea, formamide, guanidine hydrochloride,
formic acid or alkaline thioglycolate (Kelly and Rice 1967). It was also observed that
abductin was glycosylated although the carbohydrate composition was never determined
(Kelly and Rice 1967). Spectral analyses of the abductor ligament revealed that the
intensity of fluorescence for abductin is more intense than that of elastin in the visible
range (Thornhill 1971). Thornhill, further observed the presence of ultraviolet- absorbing
chromophores that he hypothesized as being cross-links of aromatic nature analogous to
the aromatic desmosine cross-links in elastin (Thomas, Elsden et al. 1963).
B. Amino Acid Composition.
Amino acid analysis of abductin derived from the swimming scallop, Placopecten
magellanicus, revealed the presence of four prominent amino acids: glycine, aspartic
acid, methionine, and phenylalanine (Kahler, Fisher et al. 1976) (Kelly and Rice 1967).
The high concentration of glycine in abductin resembles the high glycine content in both
elastin and collagen.
The high methionine content in abductin is quite unusual for most proteins. It is
thought that methionine may play a role in promoting secondary structures, such as helix
formation (Chou and Fasman 1978). Past studies revealed that methionine, leucine, and
isoleucine favor helix formation if neighboring residues are hydrophilic but favor the beta
sheet if neighboring residues are hydrophobic (Kanehisa and Tsong 1980). Another
3
possible role of methionine is cross-linking when post-translationally modified to
homocysteine, which can participate in disulfide cross-linking to form homocystine.
C. Primary Structure of Abductin.
Cao et al.1997, published the amino acid sequence for abductin deduced from
Argopecten irradians (Figure 2) cDNA (Cao, Wang et al. 1997). The sequence revealed
that Argopecten abductin is 131 amino acids in length including the leader sequence.
Figure 2: Primary structure of abductin derived from Argopecten irradians.
1234567890 1234567890 1234567890 1234567890 1234567890
MNAYICLAAC LIAAVSAAGY GGGAGSMGGT GGMGGGMNAG GFGGMGGMGG
GKGGFGGIGG FGGGMGGGPG GFGGMGGFGG MAAKGGFGGM GSGMGGFGGM
GGGNAGFGGM GGGNAGFGGM GGQGGFGGKG Y
Visual inspection of the latter abductin sequence reveals a repeating pentapeptide motif
FGGMG that occurs six times within the sequence and accounts for roughly 29% of the
molecule’s mass. Repeating peptide sequences are characteristic of natural elastomers. In
elastin, we find the repeating sequence VPGVG. Urry et al. 1974, proposed that VPGVG
takes on the conformation of a 10-atom hydrogen bonded ring or B-turn (Urry,
Cunningham et al. 1974). VPGVG is generally found as poly(VPGVG)n where n is
between 10 and 13 (Wasserman and Salemme 1990) and is hypothesized to form a B-
spiral having two B-tums or pentapeptides per spiral (Venkatachalam and Urry 1981). It




Kahler et al. 1976, measured the resilience of abductor ligaments derived from
bivalves representing three modes of existence: swimming, burrowing and sessile
(Kahler, Fisher et al. 1976). A direct relationship was found between resilience and
glycine concentration where resilience was calculated as the work recovered from the
ligament in the relaxed state as a percentage of the work expended in compressing it,
multiplied by the angular distance (d0).
Resilience = J [Force X Distance (recovered)] X dO x iqO
j [Force X Distance (put in)] X dO
It was noted that higher glycine concentration in abductin was directly
proportional to higher resilience in the abductor ligament observed with a correlation
coefficient of 0.94. The abductor ligaments of the swimming scallops, Placopecten
magellanicus and Aequipecten irradians, were shown to have a higher glycine content
and greater resilience than the ligaments of the burrowing and sessile scallops.
As noted above, amino acid analyses of abductin indicate a significant
concentration of phenylalanine and the primary sequence of Argopecten abductin shows
that this hydrophobic amino acid forms part of a regularly repeating pentapeptide
throughout the molecule. The octanol/water partition coefficient (log P) of phenylalanine
indicates that it is strongly hydrophobic comparable to the log P of leucine. Urry has
proposed that aromatic amino acids such as PHE, TYR and TRP play a role in the
conversion of pressurization energy into mechanical work through the ordering of water
molecules around exposed aromatic amino acids in response to an applied pressure (Urry
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1993). It was calculated that a water molecule in bulk water occupies a greater volume
than a water molecule in the solvent sphere around the hydrophobic aromatic moiety.
Upon release of the applied pressure, the denser, more ordered water converts to bulk
water as the protein hydrophobically folds, thereby contracting and performing
mechanical work. This theory applies to natural elastomers that stretch such as elastin.
Gekko and Hasegawa described the relationship of Phe, Leu, Glu and His to the observed
adiabatic compressibility (-beta s) of globular proteins (Gekko and Hasegawa 1986).
They observed that four amino acid residues (Leu, Glu, Phe, and His) greatly increased -
beta s, and another four (Asn, Gly, Ser, and Thr) decreased it. Given the degree of
hydrophobicity of phenylalanine along with its observed roles in elongation and
compression of proteins and its spatial arrangement in abductin, we propose that
phenylalanine is involved in the mechanism of elasticity for abductin and in the
stabilization of quaternary structure manifested as the abductor ligament.
6
CHAPTER 1
Structural Studies of Scallop Abductin
A. MATERIALS AND METHODS
1. Morphology of Placopecten abductin
a. Tissues.
Placopecten magellanicus, found off the coast of Nova Scotia, were provided in
unlimited quantities though the collaboration of the Canadian Department of Fisheries
and Oceans. The scallops were shipped fresh on ice and were immediately sacrificed
upon arrival. The dissected tissues were preserved in denaturing solution (see Appendix
la) and frozen at -70°C. The dissected abductor ligaments were stored at -20°C.
b. Electron Microscopy of Abductin.
A Placopecten abductin sample fixed in Karnovsky’s fixative and post-fixed with
osmium tetroxide was subsequently embedded in epoxy resin and thin-sectioned for post-
staining with uranyl acetate/Reynold’s lead citrate and evaluated on a Zeiss Model 10
Transmission Electron Microscope at both low and high power.
2. Primary Structure of Placopecten abductin
a. Amino Acid Composition Analysis.
5 mg of whole abductor ligament was hydrolyzed in 0.5 mL Constant-Boiling
HCL under vacuum at 110 °C for 24 hours in both reducing (0.01M Dithiothreitol-Sigma)
and oxidative (1% DMSO-Pierce) conditions. The samples were subsequently dried
down, resuspended in double-distilled water (DDW) and filtered through a 100,000 kDa
MWCO spin filter (Vangard International Inc.). The hydrolysates were evaluated on a
Beckman model 7300 automated amino acid analyzer using physiologic run conditions so
7
as to resolve homocystine and the crosslinks of collagen and elastin. Both reducing and
oxidative conditions were used in order to distinguish homocystine from the other
standard 20 amino acids.
b. Peptide Mapping.
A 50mg sample of whole abductor ligament was weighed out on a Sartorius
Model 2462 analytical balance and transferred to a 50 mL conical polypropylene tube
(Fisher). 10 mL of DDW were added to the 50 mg of abductor ligament and the entire
mixture was incubated at 55 °C in a Gyrotory Water Bath Shaker Model G76 (New
Brunswick Scientific Co., Inc.). Upon equilibration of the mixture to 55 °C, the pH was
read with an Accumet Mini pH Meter (Fisher). The initial pH reading was 7.62. 1 mg
(5,249 units) of Thermolysin {Bacillus thermoproteolyticus- Calbiochem) was weighed
out and added to the abductor ligament/DDW mixture at 55 °C. 20 pL of 10%
Methylamine (Fluka) was then added to the mixture to raise the pH to 10.70. Digestion
was allowed to proceed at 55 °C for 18 hours and then at 4 °C for 18 days. After the
digestion was complete, 600 pL of the digest was filtered through a 5,000 KDa MWCO
filter (Vangard International Inc.) and 50 pL was analyzed via high performance liquid
chromatography using a Waters Dual-Pump HPLC system equipped with a C8 Aquapore
RP-300, 7 pm particle size, 4.6 X 220mm reverse phase column. The absorbance was
measured at 212 nm and the data were plotted on an Omni Scribe Chart Recorder
(Houston Instrument Inc.) set at a chart speed of 0.5 cm/min. at a Ivolt scale. The HPLC
was set at a ImL/min. flow rate using gradient program 8 described below in Table 1.
8
Table 1: Linear HPLC methanol gradient Program 8.







Solvent A was DDW and the mobile phase or solvent B was 100% HPLC Grade
Methanol (Fisher). The larger thermolytic peptide peaks were subsequently collected in
12 X 75mm Borosilicate Disposable Culture Tubes (Fisher) and dried down on a Speed
Vac Concentrator (Savant) overnight. The dried peptides were stored at 4°C until they
were individually sequenced.
12.5 mg of whole abductor ligament was weighed out and transferred to a 1.5 mL
centrifuge tube (Fisher). 500 pL of digestion buffer (0.046 M Tris-HCl/0.0115 M CaCC
pH 8.1) was then added along with lOOpg or 22 units of TPCK treated Trypsin
(Worthington Biochemical Corp). Digestion was allowed to proceed at room temperature
for 72 hours with rocking on a Hema-Tek Aliquot Mixer (Miles Inc). After 72 hours, the
digest was filtered through a 5,000 KDa MWCO filter and 100 pL was analyzed via high
performance liquid chromatography using a C8 Aquapore RP-300, 7 pm particle size, 4.6
X 220mm reverse phase column. The absorbance was measured at 212 nm and the
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chromatographic data were captured electronically using the Nelson Analytical
Chromatography software (PE Nelson) at a Ivolt scale. The HPLC was set at a ImL/min.
flow rate using gradient program 1 described below in Table 2. Solvent A was
DDW/0.1% TEA (Pierce) and the mobile phase (Solvent B) was 60% HPLC Grade
Acetonitrile (Fisher)/0.1% TFA. The larger tryptic peptide peaks were subsequently
collected and dried down overnight. The dried peptides were stored at 4°C until they were
individually sequenced.
Table 2: Linear HPLC acetonitrile gradient Program 1.







A 5 mg sample of whole abductor ligament was weighed out and transferred to a
5 mL Drying Ampule (Kontes Glass Co.). 1 mL 70% formic acid (Aldrich) was added to
the ligament along with 21 mg cyanogen bromide (CNBr) (Pierce) in 210 pL absolute
ethanol (Midwest Grain Products of Illinois). The drying ampule was then flushed with
argon gas and sealed with parafilm (American National Can). The ampule was then
covered with aluminum foil to avoid contact with light and the sample was allowed to
10
digest for 24 hours at room temperature. After 24 hours, 10 mL of DDW were added to
the digest and the mixture was lyophilized overnight to remove the CNBr. After
lyophilization, the dried peptides were taken up in 1 mL DDW and frozen at -20 °C. The
frozen sample was later thawed and 50 pL was analyzed on the HPLC using a C8
Aquapore RP-300, 7 pm particle size, 4.6 X 220mm reverse phase column. The
absorbance was read at a wavelength of 212nm and the chromatogram data was captured
electronically at a 1 volt scale. The HPLC was set at a ImL/min. flow rate using gradient
program 10 described below in Table 3. Solvent A was DDW/0.1% TFA and the mobile
phase (Solvent B) was 60% HPLC Grade Acetonitrile /0.1% TFA. The larger peptide
peaks were subsequently collected and dried down overnight. The dried peptides were
stored at 4°C until they were individually sequenced.
Table 3: Linear HPLC acetonitrile gradient Program 10.







Dried abductin thermolytic peptides were each resuspended in 60 pL 0.1% TFA.
30 pL of each peptide was individually spotted onto a glass fiber filter treated with 30 pL
11
Biobreen/methanol (PE Biosystems). Each peptide was then sequenced using gas-phase
standard Edman Degredation chemistry on an ABI Model 470A protein sequencer (PE
Biosystems).
Dried abductin tryptic and CNBr peptides were each resuspended in 100 pL 0.1%
TEA. 7 pL of each peptide were then spotted onto glass fiber filters previously treated
with 7 pL of 1:4 diluted biobreen/methanol. Each peptide was then sequenced using gas-
phase standard Edman degredation chemistry on a PE Biosystems Procise-cLC model
492 protein sequencer.
d. Isolation of total RNA from scallop tissue.
Four ~50 mg samples of whole scallop tissue (Placopecten magellanicus) were
weighed out using a Sartorius Model 2462 analytical balance and placed into four RNase
free 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes on ice. 600pL of cold denaturing solution was added
to each sample and the tissues were homogenized with an RNase free 1.5 mL
microcentrifuge tube plastic pestle. 60pL of 2M sodium acetate pH 4.0 (Promega) were
then added after homogenization and each sample was mixed by inversion 4-5 times.
Shortly thereafter, the total RNA was extracted by addition of 600pL of phenol:
chloroform: isoamyl alcohol (Promega) and each tube was again mixed by inversion 4-5
times and then vortexed for 10 seconds. The samples were then incubated on ice for 15
minutes and then centrifuged for 20 minutes at 10,000 x g at 4°C. After centrifugation,
the top aqueous layer containing the total RNA of each sample was removed and
transferred to a sterile RNase free 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube. An equal volume of
Isopropanol (-20°C) was then added to each sample to precipitate the RNA and the RNA
was pelleted via centrifugation at 10,000 x g for 10 minutes at 4°C. The
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Isopropanol/aqueous supernate was decanted and the total RNA pellets were resuspended
in ImL of 75% ethanol at -20°C to wash the total RNA. The total RNA was again spun
down at 10,000 x g for 10 minutes at 4°C and the 75% ethanol was decanted. The total
RNA pellets were then dried down on a Speed Vac Concentrator (Savant) and the dried
pellets were resuspended in 100 pL DEPC-treated water and stored at -70°C.
e. RNA Purity and Concentration.
5 pL of total RNA were taken from each sample and diluted 1:20 with RNase free
water. Readings from each sample were taken at 260 nm and 280 nm on a Beckman
Spectrophotometer model 1098. The purity of the total RNA preparation was measured
as the ratio between the reading taken at 260 nm and the reading taken at 280 nm. The
concentration of total RNA was calculated with the following formula:
40 ug/mL = Unknown RNA Concentration 
1.0 X X X, at 260 nm
where X is absorbance units and X is the absorbance taken at 260nm. The calculated
concentrations of total RNA were then multiplied by 20 to correct for the 20 fold dilution
of each total RNA sample prior to taking absorbance measurements. The final total RNA
concentrations reflect the concentrations of the stock solutions of total RNA. Each total
RNA sample was then diluted appropriately with RNase free water to obtain a final
concentration between -240 ng/pL and ~250 ng/pL.
f. RNA Integrity.
The following volumes/concentrations of total RNA were aliquoted from each
sample and dried down on the Speed-Vac:
13





A 1% denaturing formaldehyde agarose gel was prepared by mixing 0.5 gm high-
melt agarose (Fisher) with 5 mL 10X MOPS and 42.5 mL DDW. The solution was then
heated in a microwave oven for 2 minutes on high to melt the agarose. The melted
agarose solution was allowed to cool to ~50°C before addition of 2.7 mL Formaldehyde
(Fisher). The solution was then mixed by swirling and cast onto a 7 x 10cm gel tray
(Fisher) and a 1.5 mm thick ten well comb was inserted at the top of the gel tray. The
solution was allowed to polymerize at room temperature for 40 minutes.
20 pL of loading buffer was added to each of the dried total RNA samples and the
samples were incubated at 72°C for 2 minutes. Meanwhile, the polymerized agarose gel
was immersed in 400 mL IX MOPS containing 15 pL of Ethidium Bromide (10 mg/mL).
Each of the total RNA samples were then loaded onto the gel and electrophoresis was
carried out at 100 volts for 45 minutes. The gel was then taken off the gel tray and
photographed on a Fotodyne U.V. transilluminator with a Flasselblad 500c camera
equipped with a red barrier filter mounted to a Sonar 120mm Lense.
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g. Primer Design.
The following right and left primers were designed and synthesized for reverse
transcription polymerase chain reaction (rtPCR) amplification of Placopecten
magellanicus abductin mRNA.
Primer I.D. Tm Sequence
Abd-1 60.3 5’ CAT ACC CAT GCC CAT TCC TC 3’
Abd-3 5’ GGA TTC GG(AGCT) GG(AGCT) ATG GGC 3’
5’ GAG GTG GTG CCG GAA GTA T 3’
-66.1
Abd-2 59.9
The Abd-1 and Abd-2 primers designs were based on the published cDNA
sequence for Argopecten irradians abductin. The Argopecten cDNA sequence was input
into the Primer 3 primer design program on an internet website located at http://www-
genome.wi.mit.edu/cgi-bin/primer/primer3 www.cgi and the program automatically
picked the top two best right and left primer designs. Abd-3 is a degenerate probe
designed from a peptide sequence, GFGGMG, obtained from peptide mapping of
Placopecten abductin.
h. Reverse Transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction (rtPCR).
Reverse transcription and polymerase chain reaction were carried out using the
GeneAmp® Thermostable vTth Reverse Transcriptase RNA PCR Kit (PE Biosystems)
according to the recommended protocol also included in the kit. The reverse transcription
cocktail included: DEPC treated EEO QSAD 20 pL, IX Reverse Transcriptase buffer
(900 mM KC1, 100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.3), 1 mM MnCl2, 200 pM each (dGTP, dATP,
dTTP, dCTP), 5 units rT/7z DNA Polymerase (modified form of Thermus Thermophilus
DNA polymerase gene), <250 ng total RNA and 0.75 pM right primer. The amplification
cocktail included: DEPC treated H2O QSAD 80 pL, 0.8X Chelating Buffer (50% v/v
15
glycerol, lOOmM Tris-HCl pH 8.3, 1 M KC1, 0.5% w/v Tween® 20, 7.5 mM EGTA), 2.0
mM MgCE and 0.15 pM left primer.
Reverse transcription and amplification were carried out on a GeneAmp® 9700
PCR Thermocycler (PE Biosystems). The programs used for reverse transcription and
amplification are as follows:
#Program time AnnealDenature time Extend time Extend 4°C
Cycles Hold
60°C 15 min.rt a
rt-2 lOmin25°C 42°C 15 min. a
Abd-1 25 94°C 30sec 60°C 30sec 70°C 30sec 7 min. a
Abd-2 25 94°C 30sec 65°C 30sec 72°C 30sec 7 min. a
Amplified products were analyzed on a 2% high melt agarose/TBE gel (see
appendix _) containing 2.5 pL ethidium bromide (lOmg/mL). The gels were then viewed
on a Fotodyne U.V. transillumintor and photographed with a Hasselblad 500c camera
equipped with a red barrier filter mounted to a Sonar 120mm Tense.
3. Secondary Structure of Abductin Peptides
a. Solid Phase Peptide Synthesis.
Solid Phase Peptide Synthesis (SPPS) of AMP1
(F GGMGGGNAGE GGMGGGNAGFGGMG) and AMP2
(AGGMGGGNAGAGGMGGGNAGAGGMG) was carried out on a PE Biosystems
Model 433A Peptide Synthesizer. Peptide synthesis was effected using standard 9-
Fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl (FMOC) chemistry and standard side-chain protected amino
16
acids (PE Biosystems). Synthesis was carried out at the 0.25 mmol scale with automated
monitoring of the previous residue using a preloaded glycine resin.
Cleavage of the peptide from the resin was accomplished with the following
mixture:
87.5% Trifluoroacetic Acid
10.0 % Phenol/Water (50% w/v)
2.5% Triisopropylsilane
The above cleavage solution was used at a ratio of 2 mL cleavage mixture for
every 100 mg of peptide resin. After addition of the cleavage solution to the peptide
resin, the mixture was stirred at room temperature with a micro-stir bar (Fisher) in a 50
mL polypropylene tube for 1.5 hours. After 1.5 hours of cleavage, the mixture was
fdtered through a polypropylene column with a coarse plastic filter disc (Isolab Inc) to
remove the resin from the peptide in solution. The peptide in solution was eluted directly
into lOmL of ice cold tert-butyl-methyl ether (Fisher) at a ratio of 10 mL tert-butyl-
methyl ether for every 2 mL of cleavage mixture. Elution of the peptide in solution into
ether causes the peptide to readily precipitate while the hydrophobic side-chain protecting
groups remain in solution and are deactivated by the triisopropylsilane. The precipitated
peptide was then centrifuged at 2,500 RPM in a Beckman Model TJ-6 Centrifuge for 30
min. at 4 °C. The ether supernate was discarded and the peptide pellet was allowed to air
dry at room temperature under a fume hood for 2 weeks.
20 mg of each gel-like peptide aggregate were dissolved in 1 mL DDW and 50 pL
were analyzed on the HPLC using a C8 Aquapore RP-300, 7 pm particle size, 4.6 X
220mm reverse phase column and acetonitrile gradient program 1 (see Figure 3). Solvent
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A was 0.1% TFA in DDW and the mobile phase (solvent B) was 60% acetonitrile/0.1%
TFA in DDW. Both peptides were collected and dried down. Both AMP1 and AMP2
peptide sequences were confirmed via MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry.
b. Circular Dichroism.
Circular Dichroism (CD) analysis was performed on the abductin pentapeptide
including AMP1 and AMP2. CD spectra for all three peptides were obtained using a
Jasco J-600 Spectropolarimeter at multiple temperatures. The abductin pentapeptide was
evaluated at a concentration of 0.1 mg/mL in water and 100% trifluoroethanol (TFE).
AMP1 and AMP2 were evaluated at a concentration of 0.1 mg/mL in 100%
hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP). Spectra for all three peptides were taken from 190 nm to
250 nm with a pathlength of 0.1 cm.
4. Biophysics of Abductin Peptides
a. Moisture Loss Analysis.
After 22 hours of air drying at room temperature 73 mg of AMP1 and 71 mg of
AMP2 were subjected to moisture analysis using a Denver Instruments model IR-200
moisture analyzer. Moisture analysis was carried out at 40°C with a preset cutoff
moisture loss rate of 0.05% moisture loss over 10 min. The temperature, weight and
percent moisture were printed out every 60 seconds in order to monitor the kinetics of
moisture loss for each peptide. After 24 hours of air drying, 83 mg of AMP1 and 80 mg




8.8 mg of AMP1 and 11.4 mg AMP2 were each dissolved in 1 mL 50%
HFIP/Water (v/v) at room temperature. Both of these samples including a solvent control
sample were then evaluated at 500nm from 5°C to 50°C on a Cary 500 Scanning
Spectrophotometer (Varian). Absorbances for both peptide samples including the solvent
control sample were measured every degree. The sample temperature was increased at a
rate of 1°C per minute. Turbidimetry profiles for each peptide sample were corrected by
subtracting the baseline curve for the solvent control sample.
5. Morphology of abductin peptide matrices
a. Environmental Scanning Electron Microscopy.
AMP1 and AMP2 matrix samples were prepared in their hydrated forms. Both
samples were evaluated on a Philips XL ESEM (environmental scanning electron
microscope) under a range of controlled pressure between 4.5 - 5.5 Torr without gold
sputtering. Gold sputtering was not used because of the presence of steam in the
analytical chamber that insures sample conductivity.
6. Molecular Dynamics Modeling of Abductin Tertiary Structure
a. Molecular Modeling.
Molecular Dynamics Modeling (MD) was carried out on a Silicon Graphics 02
Unix-based computer using Cerius2, Polygraf and Quanta MD Software (Molecular
Simulations Inc) along with a Dreiding force field. Molecular dynamics modeling of the
Argopecten sequence using the Generalized Born Solvation model of Still, et al. (1990)
as implemented by Frisner, et al. (1997) was used to predict the tertiary structure of
Argopecten abductin in the absence of crystallographic data (Still, Tempczyk et al. 1990;
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Edinger, Cortis et al. 1997). The MD simulation was carried out at high temperatures
(100° C) for 250 picoseconds. High temperature is required to anneal the sample and
allow a broad region of torsional space ((|),i|/) to be sampled by each of the residues
present. At the end of the annealing process, the abductin segment was quenched to
physiological body temperature (37° C) conditions. The torsions of all residues were
monitored as a function of time.
B. RESULTS
1. Morphology of Placopecten abductin
a. Electron Microscopy of Abductin.
Low power transmission electron microscopy revealed that Placopecten abductin
is deposited in layers, much like the growth rings in trees (Figure 3). High power
transmission electron microscopy of individual fibers suggests an intermittent string-of-
beads arrangement of monomer aggregates with areas of poorly staining material
possibly representing areas of glycosylation (Figure 4). It appears that the protein
aggregates(5-10 nm in diameter) are arranged linearly and attached to each other through





2. Primary structure of Placopecten abductin
a. Amino Acid Composition Analysis.
Amino acid analysis of abductin derived from Placopecten magellanicus revealed
the presence of four prominent amino acids: glycine, aspartic acid, methionine, and
phenylalanine. These results are in agreement with those of Kahler, et al. (Kahler, Fisher
et al. 1976) and Kelly, et al. (Kelly and Rice 1967) (see Figure 5). Glycine represents
over 50% of the total amino acids found in abductin with aspartic acid at 10%,
methionine at 12%, and phenylalanine at 6%. The results, expressed as residues per 100
are as follows: Aspartate 10, Threonine 1, Serine 4, Glutamate 2, Proline 1, Glycine 52,
Alanine 3, Valine 1, Methionine 12, Tyrosine 2, Phenylalanine 6, Homocysteine 2,
Lysine 2 and Arginine 1.
The results of the amino acid analysis are interesting because of the high
concentrations of two hydrophobic amino acids, phenylalanine and methionine. A high
concentration of hydrophobic amino acids is also found in elastin. About 26% of the
amino acids in elastin are hydrophobic as compared to 19% in abductin. Interestingly,
elastin contains about 3% phenylalanine whereas abductin contains 6% phenylalanine.
Urry 1993, proposed a theory for the role of phenylalanine in the elastic response of
elastin (Urry 1993). According to Urry, bulk water occupies a greater volume than a
water molecule in the solvent sphere around the hydrophobic aromatic moiety. Upon
release of the applied pressure, the denser, more ordered water converts to bulk water as
the protein hydrophobically folds, thereby contracting and performing mechanical work.
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Residues per 1000
Kelly and Rice (1967)Residue Jimenez- Oronoz Kahler (1976)
100 69.9 60.2Asp
Thr 10 7.4 5.9
40 36.4Ser 28.6
Glu 20 19.4 18.3
10 7.4 5.9Pro
Gly 520 620.3 678.5
Ala 30 26.5 21.6











Figure 5: Amino acid analysis of abductin derived from Placopecten magellanicus
expressed as residues per 1000 residues compared to comparable amino acid analyses
obtained by Kelly and Rice and Kahler .
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b. Peptide Mapping.
Figure 6 shows the HPLC chromatogram for Placopecten abductin digested with
thermolysin. The peaks shown in figure 6 were subsequently collected and sequenced








Figure 6: HPLC chromatogram of abductin thermolytic
peptides separated on a reverse phase column using an
acetonitrile gradient. Individual peaks are labeled
consecutively and correspond to their respective amino












Table 4: Amino acid sequences of abductin thermolytic peptides.
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Figure 7 shows the HPLC chromatogram for Placopecten abductin digested with
TPCK treated trypsin. The peaks shown in figure 7 were subsequently collected and










Figure 7: HPLC Chromatogram of abductin tryptic peptides
separated on a reverse phase column using a methanol
gradient. Individual peaks are labeled consecutively and
correspond to their respective amino acid sequences as











Table 5: Amino acid sequences of abductin tryptic peptides.
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Figure 8 shows the HPLC chromatogram for Placopecten abductin digested with
cyanogen bromide. The peaks shown in figure 8 were subsequently collected and










Figure 8: HPLC chromatogram of abductin CnBr
peptides seperated on a reverse phase column using
an acetonitrile gradient. Individual peaks are labeled
consecutively and correspond to their respective
















Table 6: Amino acid sequences of abductin CnBr peptides.
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Peptide mapping of abductin derived from Placopecten magellanicus revealed
peptide sequences that are homologous to the Argopecten abductin sequence. In
particular, peptide mapping revealed a repeating pentapeptide Phe-Gly-Gly-Met-Gly
(FGGMG). A protein sequence homology search indicated that FGGMG occurs a
maximum of eight times within the published amino acid sequences for abductin derived
from Argopecten irradians (Cao, Wang et al. 1997). It was also observed that FGGMG is
largely found to occur at an ordered frequency, each pentapeptide is flanked by five
amino acids on either side. The conservation of this repeating sequence between two
species in the family Pectinidae and its abundance in Argopecten abductin indicate that
structural domains containing FGGMG play an important functional role.
c. Reverse Transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction (rtPCR).
A full cDNA sequence determination of Placopecten abductin was attempted with
little success. Forward and reverse primers were made based on peptide sequences of
Placopecten abductin and the cDNA sequence for Argopecten abductin. Freshly isolated
mRNAs from mantle cells were subjected to rtPCR (reverse transcription polymerase
chain reaction) for 26 cycles in the presence of the previously mentioned primers. A
~134bp band was observed upon electrophoresis of the PCR mix on a 1% high melt
agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide (Figure 9).
Subsequent attempts at recreating this experiment were unsuccessful. Analysis of
the mRNA isolated from the scallop mantle cells on a formaldehyde agarose gel indicated
that little to no mRNA was present. A literature search indicated that this is a common
problem in isolating mRNA from invertebrate sea creatures due to high concentrations of
carbohydrate surrounding the organ tissues. It is apparent that carbohydrates must be
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enzymatically removed prior to isolating mRNA from the mantle cells. In the interest of
progress, we decided to move forward with the project using only the information
obtained through peptide mapping.
■
H
Figure 9: High melt agarose gel stained with 
ethidium bromide. Arrow points to ~134bp PCR 
product.
3. Secondary structure of abductin peptides
a. Circular Dichroism.
Circular dichroism (CD) was performed on the decapeptide FGGMGGGNAG.
This decapeptide represents the largest repeating unit in Argopecten abductin. In addition,
GGNAG repeats twice in the sequence and is flanked on either side by FGGMG. In
Figure 10 (A) and (B) the CD spectra of the decapeptide FGGMGGGNAG in water and
trifluoroethanol (TFE), respectively, are reported at three different temperatures. In both
solvents the dominant features (one positive band at 216-218 nm and one negative band
at 200 nm) are those typical of quasi-extended polyproline II structure, together with an
undefined amount of random flexible conformations. In water the reduced intensity of the
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positive band and the appearance of one negative band around 230 -235 nm could
possibly suggest a minor population of p-turn conformers, most probably of type II.
The polyproline II structure has been shown to be present in the solid state of
polyglycine (Lalitha, Subramanian et al. 1986) (polyglycine II structure (Ramachandran,
Sasisekharan et al. 1966)) and therefore is not unexpected for the abductin decapeptide
containing six glycyl residues and a stretch of three consecutive glycines to adopt a
polyproline II structure. Moreover, the polyproline II structure is characteristic of
collagen which further makes a case for the importance of the decapeptide in abductin
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Figure 10: CD spectra of FGGMGGGNAG in water (A) and TFE (B) at 0°C, 25°C
and 50°C. CD spectra at all three temperatures gave a positive band at 216-218 nm
and a negative band at 200 nm.
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To further elucidate the role of the abductin decapeptide, a 25 amino acid
abductin peptide (AMP1) and a modified version (AMP2) of the abductin peptide (Figure
11) were synthesized via solid phase peptide synthesis (SPPS) and studied using CD
spectroscopy. The secondary structures of both peptides were evaluated in
hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP) at 25°C and 45°C. The reason that HFIP was used instead
of TFE was because both peptides were soluble only in HFIP. However, HFIP has similar
helix inducing properties as TFE therefore it is expected that CD spectra in TFE and
HFIP would be similar.
Abductin SequenceAMP1 FGGMG GGNAG FGGMG GGNAG FGGMG
Modified Abductin Seq.AMP2 AGGMG GGNAG AGGMG GGNAG AGGMG
Figure 11: Repeating abductin peptide and a modified version having
phenylalanine replaced with alanine. Both peptides were synthesized via solid
phase peptide synthesis (SPPS).
CD spectra obtained in the presence of HFIP showed that AMP1 adopted a
random coil conformation at 25°C and a polyproline II conformation at 45°C (Figure 12)
whereas AMP2 remained in a random coil conformation at both 25°C and 45 °C (Figure
13). This observation indicates that AMP1 undergoes an inverse temperature transition
much like the elastin sequence Poly(VPGVG) that undergoes an inverse temperature
transition from random coil to type II f3-tum at higher temperatures (Urry 1988). Since
AMP2 does not undergo a reverse temperature transition, it is very likely that increased
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hydrophobicity provided by phenylalanine residues is responsible for the inverse
temperature transition observed for AMP1 at 45°C.
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Figure 12: CD spectra of AMP1. CD spectra for




















Figure 13: CD spectra of AMP2. CD spectra for
AMP2 (0.1 mg/mL) were obtained at 25°C and 45°C
in 100% HFIP.
4. Biophysics of Abductin Peptides
a. Moisture Loss Analysis.
The relative gel forming abilities of both peptides and gel stability were measured
as a function of moisture loss per unit time and percent moisture retention at a
predetermined moisture loss cutoff slope. Moisture loss was induced by increasing the
temperature to 30°C and 40°C respectively and held constant using infrared heat until the
rate of moisture loss was less than 0.05% over ten minutes (moisture loss slope cutoff
parameter).
Moisture loss curves for AMP1 and AMP2 indicate that there is a correlation
between the inverse temperature transition and the rate of moisture loss observed. At
30°C we observe that AMP2 has the higher rate of moisture loss (Figure 14A). At this
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temperature, both A IMP and AMP2 assume a random coil conformation. Raising the
temperature to 40°C reverses the rates of moisture loss such that AMP1 now has the
higher rate of moisture loss (Figure 14B). At this temperature, AMP1 assumes a
polyproline II conformation while AMP2 remains in a largely random coil conformation.
The fact that the rate of moisture loss for AMP1 increased exponentially and the rate of
moisture loss for AMP2 increased linearly in going from 30°C to 40°C suggests that the
inverse temperature transition is responsible for the exponential increase in the rate of
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Figure 14: Moisture-loss analyses for AMP1 (O) and AMP2 (A)at 30°C and
40°C. (A) Moisture-loss rates at 30°C are 6.25 %/min. (± 1.59) and 10.00 %/min.
(± 0.41) for AMP1 and AMP2 respectively. (B) Moisture-loss rates at 40°C are
27.40 %/min. (± 1.58) and 19.02%/min. (± 0.41) for AMP1 and AMP2
respectively.
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Moisture retention is also related to inverse temperature transition. Moisture
content analysis indicates that AMP1 and AMP2 contain 79.52% and 88.75% moisture at
30°C and 84.93% and 94.37% respectively at 40°C. These results actually show the
maximum amount of moisture evaporated from each peptide sample within the slope
cutoff parameter. This indicates that the AMP1 and AMP2 gel matrices retard the rate of
moisture loss such that their final moisture contents are not absolute but rather a measure
of percent moisture retention within the moisture loss cutoff slope. At both 30°C and
40°C AMP1 retains the most moisture (Figure 15). Logically, we would expect AMP1 to
retain the most amount of moisture at 30°C since its rate of moisture loss is lower than
that of AMP2. By the same token, we would expect AMP2 to hold more moisture at
40°C since its rate of moisture loss is lower that that of AMP1. However, it is apparent
that the moisture retention abilities of AMP1 prevail at 40°C although its rate of moisture
loss is higher than that of AMP2. The fact that AMP1 retains more moisture at 40°C than
AMP2 may be due to its ability to undergo an inverse temperature transition to a more
ordered structural conformation. In addition, the CD spectrum of AMP2 at 45 °C (Figure
13) shows signs of denaturing as evidenced by an overall decrease in ellipticity that may
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Figure 15: Comparison of the percent moisture contents at 30°C and 40°C
for AMP1 and AMP2 at the preset moisture loss cutoff slope. At 30°C,
AMP1 retained 9.23% more moisture than AMP2. At 40°C, AMP1
retained 9.44% more moisture than AMP2.
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b. Turbidimetry.
Temperature-dependent turbidimetry studies indicate that both peptides are
capable of self-assembly as a result of an increase in temperature. The turbidimetry
curves for both peptides are shown in Figure 16. Interestingly, we see that phenylalanine
residues play a multiple role in self-assembly. It is apparent that phenylalanines influence
the extent of self-assembly as depicted by a difference in maximum absorbance values
for both peptides. The maximum absorbance for AMP1 is roughly 0.09 optical density
(O.D.) units larger than the maximum absorbance for AMP2 indicating that AMP1 self-
assembles to a greater extent than AMP2. In addition, phenylalanine residues also
influence the lower critical solution temperature (LCST) of AMP1. Below the LCST,
polymers are soluble and above it polymers form insoluble aggregates. In Figure 16 we
see that AMP1 has an LCST of 23°C while AMP2 has an LCST of 24°C. This difference
in LCST is consistent with the hydrophobicity scale developed by Urry et. ah, where the
LCST of polymers containing poly(VPGXG) increased or decreased after substitution of

















Figure 16: Temperature dependent turbidimetry
curves for AMP1 (O) and AMP2 (A) in 50%
HFIP/water (v/v).
5. Morphology of abductin peptide matrices
a. Environmental Scanning Electron Microscopy.
Environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM) of AMP1 and AMP2
shows that both peptides form biphasic (protein + water) fibers also indicative of self-
assembly and gel formation (Figure 17A,C). However, the AMP2 fibers are significantly
smaller than AMP1 fibers measuring roughly 4pm and 20pm in diameter respectively. In
addition, both peptides also form larger networks of fibers as depicted in Figure 17 B and
D. The differences in morphology are quite interesting since the only difference between
AMP1 and AMP2 is the lack of phenylalanine residues in AMP2. The ESEM data
suggests that phenylalanine residues are responsible for the fact that AMP 1 fibers are
about 5 times larger than AMP2 fibers. In addition, these larger fibers appear to form
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pores that are about twice as large as pores formed by AMP2 fibers. We hypothesize that
the difference in the size of the pores may be directly related to the amount of moisture
retained by each peptide. The moisture loss curves for both peptides at 30°C indicate that
AMP1 retains roughly 9% more moisture than AMP2. Hence AMP1 retains more water
because of the larger capacity of its porous gel matrix compared to the capacity of the
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Figure 17: Environmental scanning electron micrographs of AMP1 and AMP2.
(A) AMP1 biphasic fiber having a diameter of roughly 20pm. (B) AMP1 gel
matrix having pores with a diameter of roughly 20pm. (C) AMP2 biphasic fiber
having a diameter of < 5pm. (D) AMP2 gel matrix having pores with a diameter
of roughly 10 pm.
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6. Molecular Dynamics Modeling of Abductin Tertiary Structure
a. Molecular Modeling.
Due to the insoluble nature of the abductor ligament, when exposed to
conventional denaturing agents, it has proven difficult to obtain the intact abductin
monomer for subsequent structural analysis. In the absence of x-ray crystallographic and
NMR data, Molecular Dynamics (MD) modeling was used to predict the tertiary structure
for Argopecten abductin.
Molecular dynamics modeling using the Generalized Bom Solvation model (Still,
Tempczyk et al. 1990; Edinger, Cortis et al. 1997) was used to predict the tertiary
structure of a chosen 48 amino acid Argopecten abductin sequence (AMPS) containing
the AMP1 sequence in the absence of crystallographic data. The AMPS sequence is as
follows:
MGGF GGMGGGKGGF GGMGSGMGGF GGMGGGN AGF GGMGGGN AGF GGMG
The MD simulation was carried out at high temperatures (100° C) for 250 picoseconds.
High temperature is required to anneal the sample and allow a broad region of torsional
space (cj),i|/) to be sampled by each of the residues present. At the end of the annealing
process, the abductin segment was quenched to physiological temperature (37°C)
conditions. The torsions of all residues were monitored as a function of time. Figure 18
shows selected residues to illustrate that the tertiary structure of the modeled abductin
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Figure 18: Shown are the time evolution for AMPS torsion angles versus time.
The <\> angle for Gly 18 appears to fluctuate greatly before adopting a more stable
conformation near lOOps in contrast to the (j) angle of Gly 46 that stabilizes after
~35ps.
Similarly, the Ramachandran plot in Figure 19, shows that just after 50
picoseconds of molecular dynamics only one torsion angle remains outside the normal
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Figure 19: Ramachandran plot, showing the result of 50 picoseconds
of molecular dynamics on the abductin 48 residue segment.
The non-equilibrated structure is shown after just 20 picoseconds in Figure 20. Notice
the open nature of the tertiary structure, loose enough to allow the phenylalanine groups
to still interact with the surrounding solvent.
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The predicted tertiary structure of the Argopecten abductin sequence appears
globular in nature mostly from random coils and lacks clearly defined secondary
structure. Figure 21 shows the equilibrated abductin molecule after 100 picoseconds of
molecular dynamics. The equilibrated structure shows the three central phenylalanine
residues as being in the interior of the globular structure as opposed to the methionine
residues that are completely exposed to the surrounding medium. These interior
phenylalanine residues are suspected to play a role in the elastic recoil of abductin when
exposed to the surrounding aqueous medium in the compressed state. The two outer
phenylalanine residues are exposed to the aqueous medium and may serve to form weak
intermolecular associations via hydrophobic interactions. We hypothesize that these
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hydrophobic interactions in conjunction with some form of covalent cross-linking are
responsible for the stabilization of the abductin protein aggregate (abductor ligament).
Figure 21: Equilibrated tertiary structure of the
chosen Argopecten abductin sequence (AMPS)
after 100 ps of MD calculations. The arrows
point to the phenylalanine residues located in the
interior of the molecule away from the
surrounding solvent. There appears to be one
beta coil present along with mostly random
structures.
C. CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter we explored some of the structural attributes of scallop abductin.
We learned that abductin fibers are deposited in layers as evidenced by low power
transmission electron microscopy of an abductor ligament derived from Placopecten
magellanicus. In addition, individual ligament fibers were shown to be composed of
clusters of cross-linked abductin monomers as shown in the high power electron
micrographs. Peptide mapping of abductin derived from Placopecten magellanicus
revealed a repeating pentapeptide, FGGMG, that is also found in the published sequence
for abductin derived from Argopecten irradians. The fact that this pentapeptide sequence
is conserved in both Placopecten magellanicus and Argopecten irradians and its high
concentration in the Argopecten sequence lead us to believe that this sequence plays a
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major role in the structure and function of abductin. CD studies of the decapeptide,
FGGMGGGNAG (the largest repeating unit containing the pentapeptide sequence),
revealed that it assumes a polyproline type II conformation in both water and TFE.
Further CD studies of Poly (FGGMGGGNAG)2.5 (AMP1) revealed that it undergoes an
inverse temperature transition from a random coil conformation at 25°C to a polyproline
type II conformation at 45°C. CD spectra for Poly (AGGMGGGNAG) 2.5 (AMP2)
revealed that phenylalanine is crucial for producing an inverse temperature transition as
evidenced by the prevalence of a random coil conformation at both 25 °C and 45°C for
this peptide. Moisture loss kinetics for both AMP1 and AMP2 indicate that AMP1
retains more moisture than AMP2 at both 30°C and 40°C although AMP1 loses moisture
faster than AMP2 at 40°C. Temperature-dependent turbidimetry further revealed that
both AMP1 and AMP2 peptides aggregate or self-assemble between 23 °C and 30°C.
However, AMP1 has a lower LCST and self-assembles to a greater extent than AMP2
which further makes a case for the importance of phenylalanine in abductin primary
structure. Environmental scanning electron microscopy of AMP1 and AMP2 gel matrices
revealed that phenylalanine also plays a role in gel matrix morphology as evidenced by a
difference in respective fiber diameters and matrix pore sizes. Tertiary structure
prediction, with implicit solvation, of a 48 amino acid Argopecten abductin sequence
(AMP3) revealed a largely globular structure having some phenylalanine side chains
partially exposed to the surrounding medium and some fully exposed. The predicted
globular structure of AMP3 is hypothesized to be representative of the tertiary structure
of the native abductin protein. The hypothesized globular structure of the native abductin
protein suits its compressible nature since a more spherical conformation will result in a
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more isotropic recoil response to compressive loading regardless of the orientation of the
abductin protein. The predicted partially and fully exposed states of the phenylalanine
side chains allow us to hypothesize that perhaps these hydrophobic side chains play a role
in the stabilization of aggregated abductin monomers through intermolecular
hydrophobic interactions. This hypothesis further suggests that phenylalanine is
important to abductin structure and function.
As mentioned in the introduction of this dissertation, abductin is one of very few
protein elastomers identified in nature. As such, abductin is also the only natural
elastomer having compressible elasticity as opposed to other natural elastomers such as
elastin that sustain recoil under stretch conditions. Although the functions of abductin and
elastin differ, it is interesting to note that there are indeed structural and biophysical
similarities between the two. For instance, Poly(FGGMGGGNAG)2.5 (AMP1) undergoes
an inverse temperature transition much like the elastin sequence Poly(VPGVG) that
undergoes an inverse temperature transition from random coil to type II P-turn at higher
temperatures (Urry 1988). The only difference between the two is that AMP1 undergoes
an inverse temperature transition to a polyproline type II conformation while
Poly(VPGVG) undergoes an inverse temperature transition to a type II p-turn
conformation. Another similarity between abductin and elastin peptides is that they
aggregate with increased temperature as evidenced by temperature dependent
turbidimetry (Urry, Long et al. 1974; Urry 1988). In addition, transmission and scanning
electron microscopy indicates that native abductin and synthetic abductin peptides form
fibers much like native elastin (Gotte, Giro et al. 1974) and synthetic elastin peptides
(Urry, Long et al. 1974).
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Multiple models have been proposed to explain the elastic properties of natural
bioelastomeric proteins. For example, Partridge in 1966, proposed that elastin is a
globular, biphasic elastomer with hydrophobic groups packed in the interior and
hydrophilic groups on the surface exposed to the surrounding aqueous medium (Partridge
1966). In 1970, Weis-Fogh and Andersen proposed a “liquid-drop” model in which the
surface of the elastin globules contained both hydrophobic and hydrophilic groups based
on microcalorimetry experiments (Weis-Fogh and Anderson 1970). In addition, they
proposed that the restoring force in elastin was a combination of covalent cross-links and
hydrophobic interactions. In 1973, Gray and coworkers proposed the “oiled-coil”
structural model for pig tropoelastin based on studies of the tetrapeptide PGGV that
adopts a p-turn conformation. The model suggests that porcine tropoelastin is made up of
broad coils (oiled coils) in which glycine residues occupy exterior positions exposed to
solvent while Pro, Val and other hydrophobic residues are buried within the interior of
the coil (Gray, Sandberg et al. 1973). In 1981, Venkatachalam and Urry proposed the p-
spiral model for elastin structure based on structural studies of Poly(VPGVG)„
(Venkatachalam and Urry 1981). In this model, VPGVG assumes a p-turn conformation
having Pro-Gly on the P-turn segment that serves as a “spacer” between successive turns
of the p-spiral. In this case, all hydrophobic residues are found on the exterior of the p-
spiral while the interior is left accessible to solvent molecules. Molecular dynamics
modeling of the 48 amino acid Argopecten abductin sequence gives evidence for a
globular structure with hydrophobic groups partially exposed on the surface. We propose
that native abductin resembles Weis-Fogh’s liquid drop elastomer in that hydrophobic
interactions in conjunction with covalent cross-links play a major role in conferring
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elastic stability to abductin. The next chapter will address a possible role of hydrophobic
moieties and hydrophobic interactions in conferring elastic recoil.
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CHAPTER 2
Bioengineering of an Abductin Peptide Mimetic
A. MATERIALS AND METHODS
1. Design and synthesis of abductin peptide mimetic
a. Design of an abductin peptide mimetic.
A chimeric abductin peptide mimetic (AMP4) was designed by incorporating the
AMP1 sequence, FGGMGGGNAGEGGMGGGNAGFGGMG, with two partial human
fibrin sequences, TIGEGQQHHLGG and GAKDV. Both fibrin sequences are partial
Factor XIII substrate sequences [27]. The larger fibrin sequence was incorporated on the
N-terminus of the abductin repeat sequence and the smaller fibrin sequence was
incorporated twice consecutively on the C-terminal end. This sequence was subsequently
synthesized for further structural analysis.
b. Solid Phase Peptide Synthesis.
SPPS of AMP4
(TIGEGQQHHLGGF GGMGGGNAGF GGMGGGNAGF GGMGGAKD V GAKDV) was
carried out on a PE Biosystems Model 433A Peptide Synthesizer. Peptide synthesis was
effected using standard 9-Fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl (FMOC) chemistry and standard
side-chain protected amino acids (PE Biosystems). Synthesis was carried out at the 0.25
mmol scale with automated conditional monitoring using a preloaded valine resin.
Cleavage of the peptide from the resin was accomplished with the following mixture:
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87.5% Trifluoroacetic Acid
10.0 % Phenol/Water (50% w/v)
2.5% Triisopropylsilane
The above cleavage solution was used at a ratio of 2 mL cleavage mixture for
every 100 mg of peptide resin. After addition of the cleavage solution to the peptide
resin, the mixture was stirred at room temperature with a micro-stir bar (Fisher) in a 50
mL polypropylene tube for 1.5 hours. After 1.5 hours of cleavage, the mixture was
filtered through a polypropylene column with a coarse plastic filter disc (Isolab Inc) to
remove the resin from the peptide in solution. The peptide in solution was eluted directly
into lOmL of tert-buty 1-methyl ether (Fisher) at a ratio of 10 mL tert-buty 1-methyl ether
for every 2 mL of cleavage mixture. Elution of the peptide in solution into ether causes
the peptide to readily precipitate while the hydrophobic side-chain protecting groups
remain in solution. The precipitated peptide was then centrifuged at 2,500 RPM in a
Beckman Model TJ-6 Centrifuge for 30 min. at 4°C. The ether supernate was discarded
and the peptide pellet was allowed to air dry at room temperature under a fume hood for
2 weeks.
20 mg of the gel-like peptide aggregate was dissolved in 1 mL DDW and 50 pL
were analyzed on the HPLC using a C8 Aquapore RP-300, 7 pm particle size, 4.6 X
220mm reverse phase column and acetonitrile gradient program 1 (see Figure 3). Solvent
A was 0.1% TFA in DDW and the mobile phase (solvent B) was 60% acetonitrile/0.1%
TFA in DDW. The molecular weight of AMP4 was confirmed using MALDI-TOF mass
spectrometry. The theoretical mass for AMP4 was 4235.6 Da and the experimentally
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derived mass was 4181.4 Da. The difference in molecular weights is due to the fact that
N-methylpyrrolidone (NMP) ran out during synthesis of AMP4 and we suspect that Gly25
is missing from the sequence. However, a missing Gly residue is not enough to account
for the difference in molecular weights. If we convert all three methionine residues to
methionine sulfoxide and remove Gly25 then the theoretical weight and the
experimentally derived weight match.
2. Mechanical Properties and Biophysics
a. Elastic (Young’s) Modulus Determination.
The resistance to compressive load of the cartilage substitute was experimentally
determined using the Finkin's indentation method (Finkin 1972). This method allowed
for the computation of the Young’s modulus from the indentation of a thin elastomeric
layer supported by a rigid half-space. Values for the Young’s modulus were calculated
using the equation proposed by Finkin (Finkin 1972):
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Figure 22: Miniature universal testing system used
to determine the modulus of elasticity for
elastomeric materials tested during frictional
analysis.
Compression tests were performed on a universal testing system for low modulus
materials (Vitrodyne VI000; Chatillon, NC) (Figure 22). Taking into consideration the
stipulation that the contact radius of the indentor must be smaller than the thickness of the
elastomer substrate (Finkin 1972), a spherically-tipped 316L stainless steel indentor (2.4
mm diameter) was used for these tests.
The test material was tested at ambient temperature (22 ± 1 °C) under non-
constrained conditions. Although Finkin's model assumed no friction between the
elastomer and indentor, physiological saline was used as a lubricant during testing to
decrease any adhesion between the test material and the indentor. Additionally,
compressive tests were performed on the test material following immersion in
physiological saline for 30 minutes and 60 minutes. A 250 gm load cell was used for
these tests and calibrated immediately before testing. The indentor was lowered to the
bearing surface and "zeroed" immediately prior to load application. Stress relaxation
curves were obtained for a maximum deformation of 53.0 ±1.6 pm for 60 seconds. Data
were acquired every 0.2 seconds.. The original thickness of the test specimens was
determined with a digital micrometer (Mitutoyo, Mitutoyo Corp., Japan).
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b. Moisture Loss Analysis.
After 20 hours of air drying at room temperature 371 mg of AMP1, 371 mg of
AMP2 and 370 mg of AMP4 were subjected to moisture analysis at 50°C using a Denver
Instruments model IR-200 moisture analyzer. After 22 hours of air drying at room
temperature 73 mg of AMP1, 71 mg of AMP2 and 74 mg of AMP4 were also subjected
to moisture analysis at 40°C. Moisture analysis was carried out having a preset cutoff
moisture loss rate of 0.05% moisture loss over 10 min. The temperature, weight and
percent moisture were printed out every 60 seconds in order to monitor the kinetics of
moisture loss for each peptide. After 24 hours of air drying, 83 mg of AMP1, 80 mg of
AMP2 and 56 mg of AMP4 were subjected to moisture analysis at 30°C using the same
methods and parameters described previously.
3. Structure Prediction of Abductin Mimetic Peptide (AMP4)
a. Molecular Dynamics Modeling.
Molecular Dynamics Modeling (MD) was carried out on a Silicon Graphics 02
Unix-based computer using Cerius2, Polygraf and Quanta MD Software (Molecular
Simulations Inc) along with a Dreiding force field. Molecular dynamics modeling of the
Argopecten sequence using the Generalized Bom Solvation model of Still, et al. (1990)
as implemented by Frisner, et al. (1997) was used to predict the tertiary stmcture of
Argopecten abductin in the absence of crystallographic data (Still, Tempczyk et al. 1990;
Edinger, Cortis et al. 1997). The MD simulation was carried out at high temperatures
(100° C) for 250 picoseconds. High temperature is required to anneal the sample and
allow a broad region of torsional space (<|),i|/) to be sampled by each of the residues
present. At the end of the annealing process, the abductin segment was quenched to
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physiological body temperature (37° C) conditions. The torsions of all residues were
monitored as a function of time.
B. RESULTS
1. Design and synthesis of abductin peptide mimetic
To determine whether AMP1 contributes to the elasticity of abductin, we
designed a chimeric peptide that could be covalently crosslinked into a stable material for
the purpose of measuring an elastic modulus. We designed an abductin peptide mimetic
that incorporates a 25 amino acid stretch of the Argopecten 48mer that includes the
repeating decapeptide. In addition, we incorporated partial Factor XIII subtrate sequences
(Schense and Hubbell 1999) both on the N-terminus and C-terminus of the 25 residue
abductin sequence. Figure 23 illustrates the abductin mimetic peptide design. The partial
Factor XIII substrate sequences were incorporated into the design in order to
enzymatically cross-link the abductin mimetic peptides into a 3D matrix or aggregate
using Factor XIII in the presence of thrombin (Schense and Hubbell 1999). Partial Factor
XIII substrate sequences were used instead of the full substrate sequences because the
full sequences contained very hydrophobic amino acids on their n-termini respectively
thus contributing to the overall hydrophobicity of the mimetic peptide. We termed the
abductin sequence as the functional domain and the partial Factor XIII substrate






GAKDV x 2 
Cross-Linking Domain
TIGEGQQHHLGG FGGMGGGNAGFGGMGGGNAGFGGMG GAKDV GAKDV
Figure 23: AMP4 abductin mimetic peptide design (Patent Pending). * Missing residue
due to an error in solid phase peptide synthesis.
The abductin mimetic peptide was synthesized via standard solid phase FMOC
chemistry on a preloaded resin. After synthesis, 100 mg of peptide resin were cleaved
using a standard TFA cleavage protocol and the peptide was immediately precipitated in
ether to remove the hydrophobic protecting groups. The precipitated peptide was then
spun down and dried under a gentle stream of nitrogen overnight. Surprisingly, the dry
uncross-linked peptide formed a gel-like, nearly translucent, yellowish pellet that was
rubbery to the touch (Figure 24). The AMP4 pellet gave some fluorescence upon
exposure to UV light and is only marginally soluble in water due to its hydrophobic PHE
and MET residues.
What is remarkable about the abductin mimetic peptide is that it exhibits rubber­
like material properties even though it is not covalently cross-linked. We believe that this
initial aggregate is held together by a combination of peptide monomer “entanglement”
and intermolecular hydrophobic interactions or “hydrophobic cross-links”. Peptide
monomer “entanglement” probably occurred between the amorphous regions of the
peptide when exposed to ether. In addition, the biphasic (protein + water) properties of
this material suggest that there is some water sequestered within that most likely
contributes to the elastic properties.
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This preliminary peptide aggregate strongly suggests that the repeating peptide
sequences in abductin do indeed play a role in molecular self-assembly and elasticity. It
is quite remarkable that hydrophobic cross-linking alone can stabilize the structure of a
three-dimensional network or matrix of peptides in the absence of covalent cross-linking.
In addition, hydrophobic cross-linking provided enough structural stability to perform
mechanical property measurements on an uncross-linked abductin mimetic peptide
aggregate shaped like a nickel.
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Figure 24: Photograph of un-crosslinked BioRubber material. (A) shows the
correct coloring of the BioRubber Material. Notice the gel-like nearly translucent
properties of BioRubber. (B) shows a detailed surface image of BioRubber with
special coloring effects to enhance the overall surface topology.
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2. Mechanical Properties and Biophysics
a. Elastic (Young’s) Modulus Determination.
The average data (n=6 per group) are reported in Table 7 for the dry abductin
mimetic polymer (Figure 25). Saline immersion led to a degradation of the abductin
mimetic polymer that caused instant fracture under loading after 30 minutes of
immersion, and complete disintegration after 60 minutes. Therefore, no compression
modulus could be calculated for these two groups. The Young’s modulus of the abductin
mimetic polymer calculated by Finkin's method was significantly lower than that of the
polyurethane elastomer used by others in tribological studies for cartilage replacement
(student "t" tests (a= 0.05)) (Foy et al., 1999).
Parameters Nomenclature ValuesElastomer
Thickness dCartilage 1 mm
Applied loadsubstitute 17.4 ± 9.13 gramsP
Deformation(dry) H 53.0 ± 1.6 pm
ECalculated Modulus 79.36 ± 41.4 kPa
Table 7. Mean ± Standard Deviation of Originial Specimen Thickness,
Deformation and Calculated Elastic Modulus Using Finkin's Equation for the dry
cartilage substitute (Finkin, 1972).
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The calculated Young’s modulus for the abductin mimetic polymer was
approximately 0.08 MPa (± 0.04). Although this Young’s modulus is about 19 times
lower than the Young’s modulus for knee or hip hyaline cartilage, these data prove that
hydrophobic interactions alone can account for at least partial elastomeric stability.
b. Moisture Loss Analysis.
The relative gel forming ability of the AMP4 peptide and gel stability were
measured as a function of moisture loss per unit time and percent moisture retention at a
predetermined moisture loss cutoff slope. Moisture loss was induced by increasing the
temperature to 30°C and 40°C respectively and held constant using infrared heat until the
rate of moisture loss was less than 0.05% over ten minutes (moisture loss cutoff slope).
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The relative gel forming ability and gel stability of AMP4 was compared with the
moisture loss curves for AMP1 and AMP2. At 30°C, AMP2 had the fastest initial rate of
moisture loss followed by AMP4 and AMP1 (Figure 26A). As mentioned in the previous
chapter, both AMP 1 and AMP2 assume a largely random coil conformation as confirmed
by CD spectra at 25°C. Unfortunately, no CD spectra are currently available for AMP4 to
compare this moisture loss data with. At 40°C, AMP1 had the fastest initial rate of
moisture loss followed by AMP2 and AMP4 (Figure 26B). At this temperature, AMP1
assumes a polyproline II structure while AMP2 remains in a random coil conformation as
demonstrated in the previous chapter. Interestingly, AMP4 behaves similarly to AMP2
with regard to initial rate of moisture loss. The initial rate of moisture loss at 40°C for
AMP1 is 4.4 times as fast as its initial rate of moisture loss at 30°C whereas the initial
rates of moisture loss at 40°C for AMP2 and AMP4 are 1.9 and 1.8 times as fast as their
respective initial rates of moisture loss. The similarities in rates of moisture loss between
AMP2 and AMP4 may lead one to hypothesize that perhaps AMP4 also does not undergo
an inverse temperature transition much like AMP2. Future studies will include CD
analysis at 25°C and 45°C to confirm or refute this hypothesis.
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Figure 26: Moisture loss curves for AMP1 (O), AMP2 (A) and AMP4 (□). (A)
Initial moisture loss rates at 30°C are 6.25 %/min. (± 1.59), 10.00 %/min. (±
0.41) and 7.15 %/min. (± .003) for AMP1, AMP2 and AMP4 respectively.
(B) The initial moisture loss rates at 40°C are 27.40 %/min. (± 1.58), 19.02
%/min. (± 0.41) and 12.84 %/min. (± 1.17) for AMP1, AMP2 and AMP4
respectively.
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The moisture loss curve for AMP4 also afforded astounding results with regard to
moisture retention (Figure 27). Both AMP1 and AMP2 showed a 5.41% and 5.62%
respective decrease in moisture retention in going from 30°C to 40°C whereas AMP4
showed a gain in moisture retention of 6.08% in going from 30°C to 40°C. This finding
is quite astounding since one would logically expect moisture retention to drop as
temperature is increased. These data indicates that the AMP4 gel matrix actually becomes
more stable at 40°C than it was at 30°C. These results indicate that AMP4 may be similar
to AMP1 with regard to potential for self-assembly. Temperature dependent turbidimetry
studies in the previous chapter indicate that AMP1 self-assembles to a greater degree than
AMP2. In addition, Figure 27 shows that AMP1 retains more moisture than AMP2 at
40°C although AMP1 has the highest initial rate of moisture loss. We may hypothesize
that AMP4 self-assembles to an even greater extent than AMP 1 and AMP2 thus

















Figure 27: Comparison of the percent moisture contents at
30°C and 40°C for AMP1, AMP2 and AMP4 at the preset
moisture loss cutoff slope. At 30°C, AMP4 retained 4.52%
and 13.75% more moisture than AMP1 and AMP2
respectively. At 40°C, AMP4 retained 16.01% and 25.45%
more moisture than AMP 1 and AMP2 respectively.
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In order to further find a trend in relative gel stability for AMP1, AMP2 and
AMP4 respectively, all three peptides were also subjected to moisture loss analysis at
50°C. At this temperature, the initial rates of moisture loss for AMP1 (16.18 %/min. ±
1.09) and AMP4 (15.46 %/min. ± 1.66) have essentially converged having no significant
difference while AMP2 (28.39 %/min. ± 3.78) now has the highest rate of moisture loss
(Figure 28A). With regard to moisture content, AMP1 retains 2.44% more moisture than
AMP2 while AMP4 retains 7.31% more moisture than AMP1 (Figure 28B). In the case
of moisture retention, we can conclude that the moisture retention abilities of AMP1 and
AMP2 have converged at 50°C, probably due to denaturation induced by the higher
temperature.
Interestingly, the charts shown in Figure 28A and 28B do indeed show an inherent
pattern of moisture loss kinetics for each peptide. Initial rate of moisture loss plotted
against temperature for each peptide gives a polynomial, linear and logarithmic curve for
AMP1, AMP2 and AMP4 respectively (Figure 28A). Additionally, percent moisture
content plotted against temperature for each peptide gives a linear, logarithmic and
polynomial curve for AMP1, AMP2 and AMP4 respectively (Figure 28B). In both cases,
AMP4 appears to have superior gel stability at all three temperatures, most notably at
40°C. At 40°C, the initial rate of moisture loss for AMP4 is far lower than the initial
moisture loss rates for AMP1 and AMP2. Moisture retention is also dramatically higher
for AMP4 at 40°C as evidenced by a drop in moisture content. The drop in moisture
content at 40°C represents the minumum in the observed polynomial curve for AMP4
shown in Figure 28B. We may conclude that AMP4 undergoes some form of temperature
dependent structural changes (in contrast to our previous hypothesis in the second
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paragraph of this section) and self-assembly based on its moisture loss kinetics at 40°C.
Future studies will include CD and temperature dependent turbidimetry analyses to
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Figure 28: Comparison of initial rates of moisture loss and moisture contents
between AMP1, AMP2 and AMP4. (A) Initial rates of moisture loss at 30°C,
40°C and 50°C for AMP1, AMP2 and AMP4. (B) Percent moisture contents
at 30°C, 40°C and 50°C for AMP1, AMP2 and AMP4.
3. Structure Prediction of Abductin Mimetic Peptide (AMP4)
a. Predicted AMP4 Tertiary Structure.
The AMP4 design incorporates three strongly hydrophobic groups, the minimum
number required to generate a three dimensional network of hydrophobic phenylalanine
“crosslinks”. AMP4’s tertiary structure was modeled using molecular dynamics. Three
independent runs, each a minimum of 100 ps long, produced similar appearing tertiary
structures. A representative structure is shown in Figure 29. The predicted structure
indicates the presence of three structural domains corresponding to the n-terminal cross­
link site, the internal elastomeric functional site and the c-terminal cross-link site. A time-
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lapse trajectory of the folding of AMP4 shows that elastomeric functional sequences
nucleate around phenylalanines forming stable loops. The most stable Phe loops were
used as starting geometries for later studies of a shorter 11 amino acid structural motif
sequence GGMGGGNAGFG , AMPS.
b. Predicted Mode of AMP4 Self-Assembly.
AMP4 monomer peptides were further evaluated using molecular dynamics
modeling in order to study how these peptides are able to self-assemble. In this particular
case, we were able to model how these peptides might aggregate via hydrophobic
interactions between partially exposed phenylalanine side-chains. In Figure 30A, we see
a representative model of a cluster of AMP4 monomers in the aggregated state. It
apparent that hydrophobic interactions participate in self-assembly as evidenced by
stacking of the hydrophobic phenylalanine side-chains shown in gray. It is also quite
possible that individual clusters of aggregated AMP4 monomers will also aggregate to
form large matrix-like networks such as the AMP1 and AMP2 matrices shown in the












Figure 30: (A) Location of the hydrophobic “crosslinks”
in an AMP4 aggregate as indicated by the grey phenyl
groups of phenylalanine; (B) AMP4 aggregate with a
Connolly water accessible surface in blue and red
indicating hydrophilic amino acid residues.
Figure 3 OB shows the same cluster of aggregated AMP4 monomers with a
Connolly (Connolly 1983) water accessible surface. Interestingly, the AMP4 cluster
seems to form a channel large enough to accommodate the influx of water molecules. It is
very likely that water is trapped in these channels upon self-assembly thus creating a
biphasic peptide matrix.
c. Hydroelasticity Model.
A new model for the change in free energy of hydrophobic groups interacting
with water that incorporates detailed structural and molecular energetics is now
presented. The new model combined with structural information from molecular
dynamics, NMR, or x-ray diffraction may offer a quantitative explanation for how
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proteins work as pressure-responsive molecular devices capable of free energy
transduction into elastic recovery.
The molecular basis for the elasticity of non-biological elastomers (James 1947;
James and Guth 1947; Flory 1969; Edwards 1985; Edwards and Vilgis 1988), point to a
retractive force largely of entropic origin, the positive gain in free energy upon
deformation arising from the loss in polymer chain entropy. For protein based elastomers
such as elastin (Debelle and Tamburro 1999) and abductin, elasticity is highly dependent
on the presence of water. The water content in abductin can be as high as 50%.
Dessicated samples are brittle and exhibit little recovery and resilience. Proposed models
should explain the interplay between peptide structure, water solvation, and the elastic
recovery properties of these bioelastomers. We begin by writing an approximate
expression for the change in free energy for a system consisting of a peptide chain made
up of partly buried hydrophobic groups.
solv ^ SAj <Tj (i)
An externally applied strain or pressure changes the state of amino acid groups
from partly buried to exposed. 8Aj is the change in the water exposed surface area for the
i-th atom in the protein upon application of an external pressure or strain, aj is the surface
tension contributed by each solvent accessible atom. We use the Connolly algorithm
(Connolly 1983) to calculate the solvent accessible surface with the probe solvent
molecule radius set at 1.53 A.
Experimental free energy solvation data on a set of 322 compounds (Cabani,
Conti et al. 1991) were used to evaluate the atomic surface tension parameteres <j\. Atom
types were defined according to the definitions of the Dreiding force field. The values, in
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Kcal/mole-A , are an_A =-0.222 for hydrogen bonded to oxygen or nitrogen, an
=0.01143 for hydrogen bonded to carbon, (Jq j =-0.008 for sp3 carbon, ac r =-0.026 for
carbon in a resonance structure, <7n_r =-0.171 for nitrogen in a peptide bond, <7o_2 =-
0.126 for carbonyl oxygen, ao r =-0.142 for C-terminal oxygens, and as_3 =-0.016 for
sulfur. Model predictions compare well with the experimental solvation free energies as
















Figure 31: Validation of hydroelasticity model. Equation 1 was
used to calculate the solvation free energies of 322 compounds
for which experimentally derived solvation free energies were
available. The calculated solvation free energies were then
plotted against the experimentally derived solvation free
energies in order to determine a correlation between the two. 
Interestingly, we observe an R of 0.9 that validates the
proposed model.
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The AMP4 MD simulations indicate that hydrophobic residues are partially
protected from the surrounding aqueous environment. An externally applied
compressional stress may deform the network in AMP4 exposing a greater hydrophobic
surface area (Figure 32). The additional hydrophobic contributions come nearly
exclusively from phenylalanine. We use Equation (1) to calculate the change in solvation
free energy of an AMP4 phenylalanine loop region (AMPS) as a function of changes in
the phenylalanine Ca backbone (() angle. The results are shown in Figure 33. Complete
water exposure of phenylalanine ((() = 120°) leads to a net increase in free energy of 4
Kcal/mol suggesting that applied mechanical work might be stored as a positive change
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Figure 33: The solvation free energy (Kcal/mol)
increases with increased torsional (phi angle)
displacement (degrees) of the phenylalanine side chain
from partially to fully exposed to the surrounding
medium.
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The jump in free energy may be seen as caused by the increased disruption of the
hydrogen bond water network surrounding a hydrophobic group. The restorative angular
force, 3.7 x 10-2 Kcal/mol-degree, is approximately constant. Estimates of the entropic
change, from the power spectrum of the dipole autocorrelation function around
hydrophobic groups indicate that AS is negative, i.e., the first water coordination shell has
a higher level of organization around phenylalanine than the bulk liquid. Consequently,
enthalpic and entropic factors work in the same direction to yield a positive AG when
hydrophobic groups are exposed to water. Because elastic work is stored in the
surrounding water medium as a state of higher free energy we referred to this as a
hydroelasticity model.
d. Hydrophobic cross-links and elastic recoil.
The AMPS loop sequence, a phenylalanine loop region of AMP4, constitutes a
simple structural model for the estimation of the elastic force developed by abductin upon
an applied external deformation. Two AMPS loop sequences were placed in close
contact and energy minimized after 10 picoseconds of anneal dynamics such that a dimer
was formed between the two held together via intermolecular hydrophobic interactions.
The dimer was then pulled apart from its closest point of approach in increments of 0.2
A. Equation (1) was employed to calculate the change in solvation free energy as a
function of the separation distance. This procedure resulted in the plot shown in Figure
34. Interestingly, Figure 34 shows that the solvation free energy actually becomes more
negative as the dimers are pulled apart. This may seem counter-intuitive since one would
expect solvation free energy to rise since the stacked hydrophobically cross-linked
phenylalanine side chains are being further exposed to the surrounding solvent.
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However, it is quite conceivable that solvation free energy may become more negative
because more of the surrounding peptide loop regions of AMPS monomers are being
solvated as the dimer is pulled apart. For this to be so, we must visualize that the
dimerized AMPS monomers are in such close contact with each other such that part of
the peptide loops are shielded from the surrounding solvent medium while another part is
fully solvated. Hence, as the dimer is pulled apart, the part of the peptide loops that were
shielded now become solvated as the dimer is pulled further and further apart. When the
hydrophobic cross-link is broken, the solvation free energy of the dimer reaches a
minimum and then a rise in solvation free energy is observed. This rise in solvation free
energy is observed due to the fact that more hydrophobic surface area (approximately 2
times more) is exposed to the surrounding solvent since the phenylalanine side chains are
no longer stacked but free to be solvated. Thus we can say that more water molecules are
now ordering themselves around the fully exposed phenylalanine side chains thereby
causing a decrease in entropy which drives solvation free energy in the positive direction.
When solvation free energy reaches a plateau or a maximum, this indicates that both
AMPS monomers have returned to their native structural conformations having
phenylalanine in the partially exposed state.
The structure of the dimer is such that one phenylalanine captures both loop
sequences leaving the other available for “hydrophobic crosslinking” to a separate loop, a
geometry reminiscent of a leucine zipper. This dimeric form, which we termed snapped 
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Figure 34: The change in solvation free energy against
displacement (angstroms) leads to an elastic restorative force
upon positive and negative deformations from the stable
(well bottom) position.
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The depth of the free energy solvation well, the energy required to break the
hydrophobic cross-link, is approximately 5.3 Kcal/mole. The restorative force can be
estimated by fitting the bottom of the well section of the hydrophobic free energy
potential analytically and evaluating the second derivative at Ro using equation (2).
kGsolvfsnapped) = 19.2 (R-R0)2 + 1.6 (R-R0) -78.1 (2)
This gives a value of 38.4 Kcal/mol-A for a single hydrophobic cross-link. This is the
predicted value for the elastic force responsible for bringing the abductin mimetic back to
its native globular state, either in compression or elongation according to the
hydroelasticity model.
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Figure 35: Typical structure of a hydrophobic cross­
link configuration. The hydrophobic cross-links was
displaced from its position of closest approach in 0.2
A steps and the solvation free energy (AG Kcal/mol)
evaluated with Equation (4).
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C. CONCLUSIONS
The production of biological materials using extracellular matrix proteins has
been the subject of much research over the years. LaBella et. al. developed insoluble
hydrogels from soluble collagens through the formation of dityrosine cross-links
catalyzed by peroxidase (LaBella, Waykole et al. 1968). Urry et al. cross-linked VPGG
via gamma irradiation into an elastomeric material with limited strength (Urry, Harris et
al. 1982). More recently, Schense and Hubbell developed hybrid fibrin gels cross-linked
enzymatically with Factor XIII that promote neurite growth (Sakiyama, Schense et al.
1999; Schense and Hubbell 1999; Schense, Bloch et al. 2000). This year Welsh and
Tirrell described the production of elastin-like protein matrices through glutaraldehyde
cross-linking of elastin-like peptide monomers (Welsh and Tirrell 2000). McMillan and
Conticello also reported the development of elastin-mimetic gels through cross-linking of
25 amino acid elastin-like peptides using bis(sulfosuccinimidyl) suberate (McMillan and
Conticello 2000). All of the above mentioned materials require covalent cross-linking for
structural integrity and gel formation. Only Petka et. al. have described the formation of a
stable protein matrix based almost entirely on hydrophobic interactions between leucine
zipper motifs and limited disulfide bonding (Petka, Harden et al. 1998). It is this author’s
opinion that the protein matrix developed by Petka et. al. is an important finding not only
to science but medicine as well due to the relative ease with which gel-formation is
obtained. The ultimate goal of this dissertation research is the development of self­
assembling protein matrices in the absence of covalent cross-links with tailored
mechanical properties.
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In this chapter we set out to design and synthesize a peptide mimetic (AMP4) of
scallop abductin. In designing the abductin mimetic peptide the AMP1 sequence was the
starting point since AMP1 was shown to undergo self-assembly and possesses superior
gel stability as evidenced by temperature-dependent turbidimetry and moisture loss
kinetics described in the previous chapter. We also wanted to be able to covalently cross­
link the abductin mimetic peptide so as to study the mechanical properties of the
subsequently formed gel matrix. To address this, partial Factor XIII substrate sequences
(human fibrin sequences) were incorporated at the N- and C-termini of the AMP1
sequence. We used partial Factor XIII subtrate sequences as potential cross-link sites
because we wanted to be able to catalyze the formation of covalent cross-links with a
substance that was human in nature in order to avoid using chemical cross-linking agents
that are potentially toxic to the body. In this case, the human Factor XIII (blood clotting
factor) enzyme would be used to catalyze the formation of £(y-glutamyl) lysine crosslinks
between abductin mimetic peptide monomers. Upon organic synthesis and cleavage of
AMP4, it was observed that AMP4 formed a yellow gel-like aggregate after 24 hours of
air-drying in the absence of covalent cross-links. The AMP4 gel felt rubbery to the touch
and its biphasic nature persisted for over one month with constant air-drying at ambient
temperature. Given the robust nature of the AMP4 gel in the absence of covalent cross-
linking, another non cross-linked AMP4 gel was produced having the shape and diameter
of a nickel for subsequent mechanical testing. Micro-indentation studies revealed that the
uncross-linked AMP4 gel had a calculated Young’s modulus of 0.08 MPa (± 0.04). This
Young’s modulus is very low when compared to the Young’ modulus of human knee
cartilage that is about 19 times larger. However, it is indeed remarkable that an uncross-
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linked gel matrix would even display such a Young’s modulus. For example, Welsh and
Tirrell recently developed elastin-based gels that were cross-linked with glutaraldehyde
having Young’s moduli ranging from 0.09-0.3 MPa (Welsh and Tirrell 2000). It is
astonishing that the AMP4 gel matrix has a Young ‘s modulus that is comparable to the
calculated Young’s moduli for these elastin-based gels given the fact that it is not
covalently cross-linked. It is conceivable that covalently cross-linking AMP4 monomers
will increase the calculated Young’s modulus of the AMP4 gel matrix by as much as one
to two orders of magnitude. Future studies will include various degrees of cross-linking
the AMP4 gel in order to observe an increase its calculated Young’s modulus as a
function of varying degrees of cross-linking. In addition, the temperature dependence of
both the cross-linked and uncross-linked AMP4 gels will also be investigated as a
function of swelling and contracting of the respective gels.
Moisture loss kinetics for AMP4 were also investigated with relation to the
moisture loss kinetics observed for AMP1 and AMP2 at 30°C, 40°C and 50°C. AMP4
proved to have lower rates of moisture loss at 40°C and 50°C while having a slightly
larger initial rate of moisture loss than AMP1 at 30°C. Moisture loss kinetics also
revealed that AMP4 retained more moisture than AMP 1 and AMP2 at all three
temperatures. However, the differences in initial moisture loss and moisture retention
between AMP4 and AMP1 and AMP2 were more pronounced at 40°C. At this
temperature, AMP4 has far superior gel stability than AMP1 and AMP2. These findings
lead us to hypothesize that AMP4 may undergo some type of inverse temperature
transition and self-assembly at 40°C. Molecular dynamics modeling of AMP4 monomers
has shown that it is very possible that the AMP4 gel matrix is stabilized via
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intermolecular hydrophobic interactions between stacked pairs of phenylalanine side-
chains. Tertiary structure prediction of the AMP4 monomer with implicit solvation has
shown that phenylalanine residues are also partially exposed to the surrounding solvent
medium much like in the predicted tertiary structure for AMP3 described in the previous
chapter. In addition to stabilization of the AMP4 gel matrix, we have also proposed a
possible mechanism of elasticity for AMP4 that describes the contribution of
phenylalanine in elastic recoil. According to our proposed mechanism, the native
conformational state of AMP4 is such that the phenylalanine side-chains are partially
exposed to the surrounding solvent having some initial solvation free energy. As the
AMP4 gel matrix is deformed by compressive loading, we hypothesize that the partially
exposed phenylalanine residues become further exposed to the surrounding solvent.
Using molecular dynamics modeling, we determined that solvation free energy increases
as phenylalanine residues become further exposed to the surrounding medium. This
occurs because water orders around the aromatic phenylalanine residues as the
hydrophobic side-chains are further exposed to the surrounding medium thus causing a
net decrease in entropy (-S) of the more ordered water molecules which, when multiplied
by negative temperature (-AT), works in conjunction with enthalpy (H) to produce a
positive solvation free energy (+AG). When the compressive load is released, the
increased solvation free energy will drive the more ordered water molecules to become
bulk water as the phenylalanine residues return to their partially exposed state. Thus, we
can say that the AMP4 matrix stores elastic recoil as an increase in solvation free energy.
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The above described mechanism of hydrophobically driven elastic recoil is
largely propelled by a net decrease in solvent entropy. This is in line with the classical
theory of rubber elasticity that states that the driving force for the spontaneous recoil of
the stretched elastomeric system is entropic in origin (Flory 1969). The fact that the
AMP4 peptide is very flexible due to 45% glycine content is also in line with the classical
theory of rubber elasticity. However, the theory of classical rubber elasticity mainly
applies to elastomers that retain recoil under stretch conditions. The classical theory
states that elasticity is derived from a net decrease in entropy due to an ordering of the
flexible polymeric chains as the elastomeric system is stretched. In our proposed
hydroelasticity theory, we do not take into consideration a loss or gain in entropy due to
peptide chain flexibility. Furthermore, we believe that the AMP4 peptide is not all that
flexible in its native folded conformation because it forms loops around phenylalanine
residues to partially shield them from the surrounding solvent as evidenced by molecular
dynamics modeling. Instead, we take into consideration solvation entropy that seems to
be more applicable in the case of abductin-like protein elastomers. As mentioned earlier,
all protein elastomers are dependent on water for their function. Without it, these
elastomers become dry and brittle.
Based on the hydroelasticity model and molecular modeling studies of AMP3 and
AMP4, we can now hypothesize as to the structural nature of Argopecten abductin. We
start by viewing AMPS and AMP4 as representative small-scale mimetics of abductin.
We next infer that Argopecten abductin takes on a largely globular structure as those
predicted for AMPS and AMP4. Given XhaX Argopecten abductin assumes a globular
tertiary structure, we can assume that it can sustain elastic recoil isotropically regardless
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of where the compressive load in applied. However, we hypothesize that Argopecten
abductin sustains isotropic elastic recoil not because of its globular shape but because it
behaves much like a true rubber and a spring coil at the same time. A true rubber, as
opposed to a spring coil, does not undergo a change in volume when stretched or
compressed. It is suspected that an applied compressive load to Argopecten abductin will
cause the peptide loops around the hydrophobic phenylalanine side chains to collapse
much like a spring coil. The phenylalanine side chains now push out of the collapsed
structure to become nearly or fully exposed to the surrounding solvent thereby partially
preserving the total volume occupied by the native abductin protein much like a true
rubber. It is envisioned that the phenylalanine side chains push out of the collapsed
structure because of their bulky nature and energetically unfavorable conformations
imposed on them by the collapsed surrounding loops.
The contribution of intermolecular hydrophobic interactions were also
investigated. In this case, solvation free energy was sampled for every 0.2 A that the
AMPS dimer was pulled apart until breakage of the hydrophobic cross-link. Interestingly,
the chart having solvation free energy plotted against dimer separation distance (A)
resembled an elastic hysteresis curve. In this case, we were able to calculate the energetic
restorative elastic force for the AMPS dimer after breaking the intermolecular
hydrophobic cross-link that linked them together by simply taking the slope of the curve
from the energy well to the energy plateau. The ability to predict elastic restorative force
in breaking hydrophobic cross-links will further help to tailor the mechanical properties
of AMP4 in order to achieve an elastic modulus comparable to that of knee cartilage.
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CHAPTER 3
Potential Medical Application of Dissertation
A. Statement of Medical Problem
Osteoarthritis (OA) is the most prevalent form of arthritis and the leading cause of
disability in the U.S., affecting an estimated 20.7 million Americans. OA is characterized
by articular cartilage degeneration causing severe pain and loss of movement from bone-
on-bone frictional wear. Pathologically, OA causes focal erosive lesions, cartilage
destruction, subchondral sclerosis, cyst formation, and large osteophytes at the margins of
the joints. At the cellular level, chondrocytes undergo cell death (apoptosis) caused by
upregulation of nitric oxide synthase (NOS) (Amin and Abramson 1998; Attur, Patel et
al. 1998; Hashimoto, Takahashi et al. 1998; Jang and Murrell 1998; Hashimoto,
Takahashi et al. 1999). In addition, high levels of NO have also been shown to inhibit
matrix production in chondrocytes (Pelletier, Mineau et al. 1996; Amin and Abramson
1998; Clancy 1999; Studer, Jaffurs et al. 1999). The causes of OA are currently unknown.
Although there are potential pharmacological therapies for OA in sight, there are still no
successful methods for the repair of cartilage defects in arthritic joints. Therefore, this
dissertation seeks to find an alternative method of articular resurfacing (cartilage repair)
that circumvents problems associated with chondrocyte-based cartilage repair.
We have recently characterized a natural elastomer (abductin) found in scallops that
sustains recoil under compressive loading. The primary structure of abductin is unique in
that there is very little if any sequence homology with other natural elastomers studied to
date. Functionally, abductin sustains recoil under compression while most other
elastomers such as elastin sustain recoil under stretch conditions. In the cross-linked state,
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native abductin has an approximate elastic or Young’s modulus of 3.0 Mpa, nearly twice
the Young’s modulus of cartilage found in the anterior medial portion of the tibia (ankle)
and the femoral head (hip). Recently, we obtained several pieces of data supporting the
potential use of abductin as a model for the design of a novel bioelastomer for the repair
of cartilage defects: (1) repeating abductin peptides are capable of molecular self-
assembly in the absence of covalent cross-linking; (2) abductin peptide matrices
(aggregates) are biphasic (protein + water), much like hyaline cartilage; (3) abductin
peptides are responsive to temperature such that they become more structurally ordered
with increased temperature; and (4) abductin peptide matrices are porous having pore
diameters of appoximately 20pm, large enough to accommodate in-growth of
chondrocytes. These preliminary data have led us to believe that an abductin-based
bioelastomer would be ideal for the repair of cartilage defects in arthritic joints.
B. Current State-of-the-Art
1. Chondroprotective agents.
Nitric oxide has been implicated as playing an important role in the pathology of
OA. It has been shown that NOS is upregulated in explanted chondrocytes obtained from
OA patients (Amin, Di Cesare et al. 1995; Ni, Ding et al. 1997; Melchiorri, Meliconi et
al. 1998). In vitro, nitric oxide exerts detrimental effects on chondrocyte functions,
including the inhibition of collagen and proteoglycan synthesis, enhanced apoptosis, and
an inhibition of B1 integrin-dependent adhesion to the extra-cellular matrix (Amin and
Abramson 1998). Inhibitors of inducible NOS (iNOS) have shown promising results in
the treatment of OA affected joints. Dogs treated with N-iminoethyl-L-lysine (L-NIL)
have shown a decrease in the incidence of osteophytes and a 50% reduction in size of
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cartilage lesions along with a decrease in collagenase and general metalloprotease
activity (Pelletier, Jovanovic et al. 1998; Pelletier, Jovanovic et al. 1999; Pelletier,
Lascau-Coman et al. 1999). Niacinimide has also been shown to inhibit nitric oxide
synthase induction by interleukin 1 in chondrocytes (McCarty and Russell 1999). Recent
studies have shown that dogs treated with higher levels of L-NIL have reduced levels of
chondrocyte apoptosis and caspase 3 indicating that L-NIL inhibits chondrocyte
apoptosis mediated by a decrease in caspase 3 activity (Pelletier, Jovanovic et al. 2000).
Use of L-NIL in conjunction with the proposed bioelastomer may allow the
successful migration and establishment of chondrocytes within the biphasic bioelastomer.
Administration of L-NIL prior to implantation of the bioelastomer will afford a reduction
in NO, thus insuring survival of remaining viable chondrocytes. Incorporation of L-NIL
into the bioelastomer may add another layer of protection for chondrocytes that migrate
into the porous elastomeric material.
2. Autologous chondrocyte implants.
Repair of full thickness articular cartilage defects has been the subject of much
intense research. The most promising method thus far for cartilage repair is autologous
chondrocyte implants. Allograft chondrocytes embedded in a collagen gel transplanted
into full-thickness defects in rabbit articular cartilage showed astonishing results early on
(Wakitani, Kimura et al. 1989; Wakitani, Kimura et al. 1989; Kawamura, Wakitani et al.
1998; Wakitani, Goto et al. 1998). 24 weeks after transplantation, the defects were filled
with newly synthesized hyaline cartilage. Isogeneic and allogeneic chondrocytes cultured
in a collagen gel transplanted into osteochondral defects in knee joints of inbred strains of
rats also showed promising results (Noguchi, Oka et al. 1994). Isografted defected healed
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completely by 8 weeks while allografted defects healed completely by 52 weeks. Femoral
chondylar and patellar transplants of autologous chondrocytes into 23 patients of ages 14
to 48 showed only marginally good results 24 and 36 months after transplantation
(Brittberg, Lindahl et al. 1994). Additionally chondrocyte implantation also was shown to
dramatically improve patient’s quality of life (Minas 1998; Robinson, Ash et al. 2000).
Agarose embedded autologous chondrocytes transplanted into rabbit knees also gave
marginal results (Rahfoth, Weisser et al. 1998). Autologous chondrocytes seeded in an
atelocollagen gel showed very marginal results in rabbits (Katsube, Ochi et al. 2000)
whereas multiplied chondrocytes in alginate seeded in a fleece of polylactic/polyglycolic
acid showed good results with regard to neo-cartilage formation in mice (Marijnissen,
van Osch et al. 2000).
As mentioned above, autologous chondrocyte transplantation is a promising
method for the repair of localized cartilage defects. However, none of the examples
shown above reference successful cartilage repair in OA patients. As yet, there are no
reported methods of cartilage repair for osteoarthritic joints. The ultimate goal of this
research is the repair of damaged cartilage in OA patients.
3. Pluripotential cell stimulating techniques.
Numerous other attempts to replace articular cartilage in weight-bearing joints
include marrow stimulation techniques, such as abrasion arthroplasty, drilling, and
microfracture, that populate damaged portions of articular cartilage with pluripotential
stem cells (Gillogly, Voight et al. 1998). However, these cells produce fibrocartilage
repair tissue that lacks the compressibility of naturally occurring hyaline cartilage
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(articular cartilage). One of the specific aims of this dissertation is to develop a
bioelastomer having very similar mechanical properties to normal hyaline cartilage.
4. Total joint replacement (arthroplasty).
The last recourse for the replacement of severely damaged articular cartilage and
subchondral bone is radical arthroplasty or total joint replacement. Over 200,000 knee
replacements and over 200,000 hip replacements are performed each year in the United
States. This procedure involves the use of a prosthetic joint made of metal and
polyethylene and has been shown to improve function and relieve pain so those patients
can live a more productive and meaningful life. However, replacement of major weight
bearing joints is reserved primarily for patients over the age of 60, because the failure rate
of prostheses increases with time as well as biophysical demands made on them. Short­
term complications involve onset of infection; long-term complications include loosening
of the prosthesis with attendant pain. Total joint prostheses normally last up to ten years,
making such treatment less than desirable for younger patients, because of the need for
frequent replacement due to the added biophysical stresses applied to them by the more
active middle-aged and young adults. In addition, a recent study demonstrated that
metallic (titanium alloy) and polyethylene wear particles from prosthetic joints were
present in the liver, spleen and paraaortic lymph nodes of prosthetic joints recipients
(Urban, Jacobs et al. 2000). No one, as yet, has determined the effects of these wear
particles on patient health. The ultimate goal of this research is to develop a resorbable
biological material for cartilage repair that is immunologically inert and non-toxic to the
different organ systems. In addition, the present research seeks to repair damaged
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cartilage in order to prevent damage to the subchondral bone that might lead to a future
need for arthroplasty.
C. Significance of Research
1. Importance of proposed work.
Repair of damaged hyaline cartilage in weight-bearing joints has been the subject
of much intense research for decades. In addition, the onset and progression of
degenerative arthritic diseases such as OA further complicate the search for an effective
method or therapy for the repair of damaged cartilage. Presently, OA is the number one
cause of disability in the United States for which there is no cure. In light of this, an
effective method for the repair of damaged hyaline cartilage must be found that is
“immune” to the pathology of OA. This research seeks to develop such a method.
2. Unique ideas and potential contributions.
Unique to this proposal is the idea of designing a bioelastomer based on scallop
abductin primary structure for the repair of damaged hyaline cartilage. Another unique
idea is the design of a peptidomimetic of scallop abductin having mechanical properties
similar to hyaline cartilage. Moreover, the concept of repairing damaged hyaline cartilage
with a protein-based biological material would be a first in biomedical science.
Additionally, the design and development of a protein-based bioelastomer with tailored
mechanical properties would be a significant scientific contribution to bioengineering.
Even if the proposed research did not yield a viable material for the replacement of
hyaline cartilage, it would provide the design principals that will bring us closer to
engineering a suitable protein-based elastomer for the repair of damaged hyaline
cartilage. Furthermore, the proposed research will also provide bioengineering principals
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for the design and development of other protein-based elastomers made from other
naturally occurring proteins such as elastin and resilin.
D. Relevance of Dissertation to VA patient care mission.
Our proposed research will benefit military personnel suffering from orthopedic
injuries to soft-tissue by relieving joint pain and reducing recovery time to ensure combat
readiness. This is particularly important since the frequency of orthopedic injuries
incurred during wartime is high. The number of musculoskeletal soft-tissue injuries
totaled to 34% of the overall injuries reported in the Persian Gulf War (Truax, Chandnani
et al. 1997). In 1997, during Operation Joint Guard in Bosnia, over 27% of the 36,786
reported medical cases were concerned with orthopedic injuries due to motor vehicle
trauma, training and sports injuries (McKee, Kortepeter et al. 1998). Orthopedic injuries
sustained during US training operations are also high. At Fort Bragg alone, from May
1993 to December 1994, 1,840 injuries occurred from parachute landings, most of these
affected the weight bearing joints of the knees and ankles (Craig and Morgan 1997). The
rate of parachuting injuries is 0.12%-2.1% with 90% of these injuries occurring to the
lower extremities (Henderson, Hunter et al. 1993). In the long term, these injuries lead to
the deterioration of the patello-femoral joints, thereby causing career-limiting disability
(Henderson, Hunter et al. 1993).
Studies show that often soft-tissue injuries in persons 17-30 years of age lead to
osteoarthritis (OA) approximately 15 years after trauma to the knee (Roos, Adalberth et
al. 1995). This has special implications for our nation’s veteran population, which totals
25.6 million. A study of 928 South Texas veterans of Operation Desert Storm revealed
that greater than 65% suffered from pain to the knees with 11% presenting radiographic
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OA (Escalante and Fischbach 1998). Recent estimates by the Department of Veterans
Affairs (VA) indicate that nearly 80 of every 100 living veterans served during defined
periods of armed hostilities. Considering Persian Gulf War statistics as representative of
the veteran population in such periods one concludes that up to 13.3 million veterans may
be suffering from joint pain and 2.3 million from OA. If we extrapolate from the total
economic cost of OA in the U.S., then $3.1 billion dollars are spent annually on treatment
and compensation for veterans with OA. Our research may not only alleviate the severe
joint pain and associated disability of OA but will help reduce the annual government
expenditure on OA related costs.
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